


La Maddalena
Archipelago National Park

Arcipelago Penthouse Suite

100% green energy

Gallura is a splendid area where hospitality has
always come from the heart; it is precisely here, on
the edge of the sea that we have created our hotels

with the love and respect of those who have a
passion for this land, a form of Nature that is as

unique as it is rare.

WE GALLURESI,
5 STARS FOR OVER

A THOUSAND YEARS

Delphina offers a mediterranean genuine hospitality
in unique places



The experience of one of the longest-living populations
on earth for a holiday inspired by the benefits of life in
Sardinia, one of the world’s 5 blue zones.

Thalasso&SPA
to revitalize the body and the
spirit in full compliance with
Thalgo protocols. The
multifunctional pools have sea
water heated to different
temperatures in order to promote
osmosis through the absorption
of mineral salts such as
magnesium, potassium and
iodine. The Sardinian Signature
treatments, based on local
medicinal herbs and sea salt,
offer moments of complete
wellbeing.

Nature walks
immersed in unspoilt
vegetation and wide
open spaces along the
well laid out paths
inside the resorts and
along the various
nearby nature and
trekking paths.

Selezione Delphina
products are combined
with the savoir-faire of
our chefs under the
Genuine Local Food
Oriented quality brand
for a sought-after and
sophisticated
Mediterranean culinary
experience: from the
producer to the
consumer.

Yoga and meditation
led by expert
instructors set amidst a
wood of juniper trees,
olive trees or looking
out over a sea view,
and always surrounded
by the sweet sounds of
nature and healthy sea
breezes.



Panoramic flights to
take your breath away
and to immediately
enjoy the best way of
arriving at the hotel,
looking down on the
thousand different
colours of the beaches
on the Archipelago’s
islands.

Sports fishing trips
for exciting adventures
accompanied by
experienced local
fishermen on exclusive
top quality boats.

The vintage 1927
sailing ship Pulcinella
continues its peaceful
voyages around the
islets of the
Archipelago and their
astonishing sandy
beaches.

Top experts from the
worlds of archaeology,

food, wine and
traditions take you on
journeys created to
satisfy your curiosity
and let you discover
this magical millennial

island.

Exclusive luxury boats
for beautiful days spent
between the coast of
Northern Sardinia and
Corsica as well as a trip
around Bonifacio’s
famous typical little
streets.
The perfect opportunity
to best enjoy the sea
between a swim and an
aperitif on board,
served
directly by your crew.

Experiences
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Sophisticated and spacious roomwith king sized double bed,
walk-in closet, elegant living room with wrought iron table
and two armchair beds, beautiful furnished veranda with
180° sea view, luxurious bathroom with Jacuzzi and spacious
chromotherapy shower.

80 mq ca.

2 adults + 2 children (up to 13 years old with sofa bed or
armchair bed)

1 child (up to 1 year old in a cot)

Air conditioning

Bathroom with shower, hairdryer,
beach towels and bathrobes for
adults

Jacuzzi

Tea set available upon
request

Telephone, TV

Safe and minibar

Wi-Fi

PRESIDENT
VISTA MARE
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The suite consists of a spacious and elegant double bedroom
with a large walk-in wardrobe and an open living room with
two sofa beds and a superb view of the sea. There is a large
bathroom with shower and bathtub and finally, the private
terrace a few metres from the solarium overlooking the sea
and the Thalasso & SPA Centre.

Approx. 42 sqm.

2 adults + 2 children (up to 13 years old with sofa bed or
armchair bed)

Air conditioning

Bathroom with shower, hairdryer,
beach towels and bathrobes for adults

Bathtub

Telephone, TV

Safe and minibar

Wi-Fi

JUNIOR SUITE CARDINAL
SEA VIEW
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The Dream
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2020 - 2021

Italy's Leading
Green Resort

2019 - 2020 - 2021
Europe's Leading
Green Resort
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The brand new suite is discretely set within the natural landscape and has
been designed using authentic Sardinian masonry. It is located in the most
panoramic part of the resort, in a small private wood surrounded by holm
oak trees, Mediterranean bush and granite rocks. This location gives the
villa the best sea view and privacy in the whole resort.

The suite style is inspired by North Sardinian artisans and its finishes and
details are embellished with Sardinian granite rocks. The furnishings have
been carved in Sardinia by local artisans.

It is adorned with colorful carpets hand-woven in the small typical village
of Aggius using the ancient loom method. The same weaving method of
the carpets has been used to enrich the unique bed’s elegant headboards.

The suite has three spacious double bedrooms, each one with a bright and
light-filled en-suite bathroom. Each of the bathrooms boasts colorful and
elegant combinations of Italian ceramics.

The three wide verandas, one for each bedroom, are comfortably equipped
and they all overlook the sea with a breathtaking view of the La Maddalena
Archipelago and the Straits of Bonifacio International Marine Park.

Two more people can be accommodated in the bright and colorful living
area.

Together with the panoramic veranda, where it is possible to enjoy relaxing
sea view meals, this dreamy suite is completed by the luxurious outdoor
private pool with sun loungers overlooking the Straits and the
Archipelago, thus making it the perfect combination of luxury and
unspoilt wild nature.

The suite measures 200 square meters walkable net and approximately 100
square meters of verandas, plus the private pool and the solarium area.

It also has a separate service area that can be used as a kitchenette and as a
kitchen by chefs for exclusive lunches, dinners and breakfasts with sea view
served directly in the verandas of the suite in total privacy.

A RC I P E L AGO P EN THOU S E S U I T E
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Air conditioning

Bathroom with shower, hairdryer,
beach towels and bathrobes for adults

Telephone, TV

6 adults + 3 children (up to 13 years old in sofa bed or chair bed)

3 children (up to 1 year old in a cot)

Safe, minibar and wine cellar

Service area

Wi-Fi
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service area

Arcipelago
Penthouse Suite
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Large and luxurious suite with a total of 154 square metres on two floors

with private outdoor pool. Panoramic veranda equipped with chairs and

dining table in addition to a second area with solarium, outdoor shower,

sun loungers and wonderful views of the islands of the Archipelago. The

suite is elegantly furnished in traditional Gallura style. On the first floor

there is a large bedroom with a king-size bed (twin beds on request), a

bright open-plan living room with two armchair beds, which can be

separated from the bedroom with a wooden sliding door. There is also a

large bright bathroom.

154 m2 (on two floors) with veranda and private pool

8 adults

2 children (up to 1 year old in a cot)

The second room on the ground floor, which has also an independent

entrance, has a large double bed (twin beds on request) and a living room

that can be separated thanks to a sliding wooden door. The living room

has an armchair bed and a built-in sofa bed. A large window runs the

entire length of the bedroom giving light and a wonderful view of the

resort and the surrounding coast. A delightful large ceramic and glass

shower in the main bathroom and a large fully equipped veranda

overlooking the islands complete the layout of the suite.

I M P E R I A L S U I T E S E A V I EW

Air conditioning

Bathroom with shower,
hairdryer, beach towels and
bathrobes for adults

Telephone, TV

Safe and minibar

Wi-Fi
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Air conditioning

Bathroom with whirlpool bath
and shower, hairdryer, beach
towels and bathrobes for adults

Telephone, TV

Safe and minibar

Wi-Fi

President Spargi welcomes all those who don't want to
sacrifice luxury and wide open spaces to an elegant
environment with exclusive comforts. The king-size double
bed (twin beds on request) in the centre of the huge room has
a privileged view of the islands of the La Maddalena
Archipelago. The island of Spargi is right in front and will
delight you every time you wake up. The bathroom is a huge
wellness oasis, which revolves around the treatment bed and
the whirlpool bath set between granite rocks and featuring
vast windows with a superb view for a real bath of pleasure.
In addition there is a second bathroom with a shower. The
spacious living room with two built-in sofa beds and a table
is a combination of refinement and island tradition. There
are plenty of precious décor accessories such as lamps and
sconces enriched with brightly coloured stones that
transform them into real jewels. Outside there is a 30 m2
veranda with private pool and comfortable sun deck, table
and chairs for unforgettable breakfasts with stunning views.

63 m2 + 30 m2 veranda and private pool

2 adults + 2 children (up to 13 years old in sofa bed or
armchair bed)

1 child (up to 1 year old in a cot)

PRESIDENT SPARGI
SEA VIEW
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Air conditioning

Bathroom with shower,
hairdryer, beach towels and
bathrobes for adults

Telephone, TV

Safe and minibar

Wi-Fi

Superb and spacious suite of 85 m2 with swimming pool and
a 25 m2 panoramic covered veranda, equipped with chairs
and table. Large sunbathing area complete with comfortable
sun loungers and an outdoor shower, where you can enjoy an
indescribable view of the Archipelago islands either relaxing
on a deckchair or immersed in a private swimming pool, set
among smooth granite rocks. The spacious and finely
furnished interior areas are surrounded by large windows that
make this room particularly bright. The brilliant tones of the
fabrics ranging from red to purple are perfectly matched with
the clear colours of the walls and elegant accessories.
Colourful mosaics unite these chic combinations of
bedroom, living room and vast bathroom with separate toilet
and large shower.
The bedroom with king-size double bed (twin beds on
request) is separated from the living area with its two
armchair beds by an inlaid wooden sliding door. Every detail,
from fabrics to decor is handmade according to ancient
Gallura traditions.

85 m2 + 25 m2 veranda and private pool

4 adults

1 child (up to 1 year old in a cot)

PRESIDENT RAZZOLI
SEA VIEW
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Exclusive suites enhanced with private pool and wooden solarium with

spectacular views of the Straits of Bonifacio International Marine Park.

Double bed with modern canopy (twin beds on request), divided from the

living room with an inlaid wooden sliding door. The bright and colourful

living area has two built-in sofa beds and the option of a cot. Covered

veranda with chairs and table. Two elegant bathrooms.

57 m2 + 24 m2 veranda + garden

4 adults

1 child (up to 1 year old in a cot)

TH E A RCH I P E L AGO S E A V I EW SU I T E S
W I TH P R I VA T E POO L AND SO L A R I UM

Air conditioning

Bathroom with shower,
hairdryer, beach towels and
bathrobes for adults

Telephone, TV

Safe and minibar

Wi-Fi
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*An example of two Archipelago Suites: the position of the swimming pool
may vary from that shown in the diagrams and photos.
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*An example of two Archipelago Suites: the position of the swimming pool
may vary from that shown in the diagrams and photos.
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Spacious and prestigious suite just a stone's throw from the
enchanting white Licciola beach. Furnished in traditional
Gallura style, it consists of a bedroom with double bed,
provided with its own veranda and deck chairs and which can
be separated from the living room with an inlaid wooden
sliding door.
The large and sunny living room overlooks the beach and also
has a veranda, plus two pull-out sofa beds. Finally, there are
two light-filled bathrooms with sea views.

Approx. 75 sqm + approx. 30 sqm of veranda

2 adults + 4 children (up to 13 years old on sofa beds or
armchair beds)

ERICA EXECUTIVE
SEA VIEW SUITE

Air conditioning

Bathroom with shower, hairdryer,
beach towels and bathrobes for
adults

Telephone, TV

Safe and minibar

Wi-Fi
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Wellness
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*An example of the Executive Elicriso: the location of the swimming pool
may vary from that shown in the diagram and photos.

Exclusive and romantic double bedroom, sitting area and
terrace with heated seawater thalasso pool and Jacuzzi. Large
outdoor areas guarantee privacy and relaxation. Particularly
close to the hotel’s SPA and ideal for wellness lovers.

2 adults

EXECUTIVE ELICRISO
SEA VIEW

Air conditioning

Bathroom with shower, hairdryer,
beach towels and bathrobes for
adults

Telephone, TV

Safe and minibar

Wi-Fi
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Luxurious open space suite with double bed and open plan
living roomwith two armchair beds or with a sofa bed. Elegant
examples of local craftsmanship embellish this fresh and cool
apartment. The reception area and the main restaurant are just
a few steps away and there is a large 180° veranda overlooking
the bay and the North-Western flame-red sunsets.

2 adults + 2 children (up to 13 years old on sofa beds or
armchair beds)

PRESIDENT SEA VIEW

Air conditioning

Bathroom with shower, hairdryer,
beach towels and bathrobes for
adults

Telephone, TV

Safe and minibar

Wi-Fi
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Relaxing
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Luxurious suite with sea view on several sides and large
verandas equipped for endless moments of relaxation. The
Imperial Suite has a double bedroom and a large open plan
living room with two armchair beds and a second bedroom
with its own private bathroom.

4 adults + 2 children (up to 13 years old on sofa beds or
armchair beds)

Air conditioning

Bathroom with shower, hairdryer,
beach towels and bathrobes for
adults

Telephone, TV

Safe and minibar

PRESIDENT SUITE
SEA VIEW
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THE VILLAS AT TORRERUJA
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Ideal for families who want to enjoy a corner of paradise. A perfect
combination of sophistication and elegance and close to the hotel whose
services guests can use, the Villas enjoy an exclusive view of the Gulf of
Asinara or La Marinedda bay and are all surrounded by large verandas with
barbecue areas for outdoor lunches and dinners.

Standard facilities
Air conditioning, safe, bathroom with shower and hairdryer, kitchen with
oven and dishwasher, TV and telephone. Beach towels and bathrobes for
adults.

Services included*
Reception open 24/7 (open at set times when the hotel is closed). Private,
unattended parking. Hotel swimming pool, outdoor fitness area, Wi-Fi in
the reception area, swimming pool and snack bar, poolside piano bar after
dinner (when the hotel is open). Cots and high chairs (to be requested when
booking).

Optional extra services (to be requested and paid for on site)
Beach service, entrance and treatments at the Venus Thalasso Centre &
SPA, Wi-Fi, pushchair rental, private babysitting (booking required), car,
rubber dinghy and pedal boat rental, bars and restaurants with the
possibility of breakfast and dinner (rates at the hotel), activities and external
services, transfers. At the hotel there are charging stations for electric
vehicles (22 Kw of power).

*Utilities and obligatory final cleaning not included

THE VILLAS
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Welcoming Mediterranean-style villas with private pools overlooking the

Asinara Gulf. The Le Pleiadi Villas both offer two double bedrooms

characterized by an essential design, as well as two bedrooms with single

beds and four bathrooms. In addition, they have a spacious and airy living

room with a pull-out sofa bed, a dining room and a kitchen. Each space is

characterized by bright colours and a simple style, while the furnishings

feature local products such as fabrics and marble. The spacious verandas,

one at the front and one at the back, along with the lounge, dining table

and barbecue all allow you to fully enjoy views of the Gulf during

moments of relaxation and conviviality.

8 adults + 2 children (up to 13 years old in sofa bed or armchair bed)

1 child (up to 1 year old in a cot)

L E P L E I A D I S E A V I EW V I L L A S
W I TH P R I VA T E POO L
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2 double bedrooms

2 bedrooms with 2 single beds

4 bathrooms

Living room with sofa bed for
two children

Kitchen and dining room

Front and back verandas with
lounge, dining table and barbecue

Private swimming pool
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LE PLEIADI SEA VIEW VILLAS WITH PRIVATE POOL
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LE PLEIADI SEA VIEW VILLAS WITH PRIVATE POOL
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Elegant and sophisticated villas with private swimming pool and large

panoramic verandas that allow you to enjoy a breathtaking view of the sea

of the Gulf of Asinara and Marinedda bay. Both of the villas have a

minimal Mediterranean design and consist of two double bedrooms, each

with its own bathroom, plus a large living room.The furnishings, designed

by architects following modern lines and created by local artisans, give the

villas that typical fresh atmosphere of the perfect seaside holiday. Both of

the villas are completed by another adjoining double bedroom, with an

independent entrance and its own bathroom. Finally, the solarium and

barbecue allow you to make the most of the outdoor spaces.

6 adults

1 child (up to 1 year old in a cot)

C ANNEDD I S E A V I EW V I L L A S
W I TH P R I VA T E POO L
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2 double bedrooms (separate beds
on request)

Double bedroom with independent
entrance and own bathroom

3 bathrooms

Living room and kitchen

Front and back verandas, with
barbecue

Private swimming pool with sea
view and solarium
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CANNEDDI SEA VIEW VILLAS WITH PRIVATE POOL
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CANNEDDI SEA VIEW VILLAS WITH PRIVATE POOL
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Prestigious villa with private pool overlooking the sea. The villa consists of

a double bedroom and a second bedroom with two single beds and a single

sofa bed, both with their own bathroom. All the rooms reflect a fresh and

minimal Mediterranean style, characterized by furnishings produced by

local artisans, such as the distressed-finish wardrobes. The spacious living

room, also featuring light bright tones, is equipped with a built-in sofa

bed. Finally the villa has a barbecue, spacious external verandas and a

panoramic solarium on the roof, complete with a built-in sofa and large

sunbathing cushions that allow you to enjoy the sea view on several sides.

5 adults + 1 child (up to 13 years old in sofa bed or armchair bed)

1 child (up to 1 year old in a cot)

V I L L A ROMA S I NU S E A V I EW
W I TH P R I VA T E POO L
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Double room

Room with 2 single beds and a single
sofa bed

2 bathrooms

Living room with built-in sofa bed

Kitchen

Verandas front and back, with
barbecue

Top view furnished solarium, 360°
sea view

Private swimming pool
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VILLA ROMASINU SEA VIEW WITH PRIVATE POOL
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VILLA ROMASINU SEA VIEW WITH PRIVATE POOL
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VILLA ROMASINU SEA VIEW WITH PRIVATE POOL
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A few metres from the Badesi beach, in a commanding
position where guests can savour the charm of spectacular
sunsets and sleep while enjoying the scents and the sea breeze.
Breakfast will be served at no extra charge on the terrace of
your room or at one of the resort's restaurants of your choice
with buffet service.

Exclusive 60m2 room plus veranda, extraordinarily spacious,
right on the long Badesi beach. The light caresses the spaces
illuminating the expensive and precious furnishings of the
bedroom and the living room which are combined to give a
single ample and comfortable environment.

60 m2 + veranda

2 adults + 2 child (up to 13 years old in pull-out sofa)

Air conditioning

Bathroom with bathtub + separate
shower with hydromassage, hairdryer,
beach towels and bathrobes for adults

Telephone, TV

Safe and minibar

PRESIDENT SEA VIEW
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delphinahotels.co.uk
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Italy's Leading Hotel
Group
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World�s Leading Green
Independent Hotel Group

https://www.delphinahotels.co.uk/index_en.html

